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Biodiversity hotspots are important for understanding how areas of high
species richness form, but disentangling the processes that produce them is difficult. We combine geographical ranges, phylogenetic relationships and trait
data for 606 conifer species in order to explore the mechanisms underlying
richness hotspot formation. We identify eight richness hotspots that overlap
known centres of plant endemism and diversity, and find that conifer richness
hotspots occur in mountainous areas within broader regions of long-term climate stability. Conifer hotspots are not unique in their species composition,
traits or phylogenetic structure; however, a large percentage of their species
are not restricted to hotspots and they rarely show either a preponderance
of new radiating lineages or old relictual lineages. We suggest that conifer
hotspots have primarily formed as a result of lineages accumulating over
evolutionary time scales in stable mountainous areas rather than through
high origination, preferential retention of relictual lineages or radiation of
species with unique traits, although such processes may contribute to nuanced
differences among hotspots. Conifers suggest that a simple accumulation of
regional diversity can generate high species richness without additional
processes and that geography rather than biology may play a primary role
in hotspot formation.

1. Introduction
One of the most striking features of biodiversity is its uneven distribution across
the planet, from global patterns like the latitudinal species gradient to regional
‘hotspots’ of richness [1–4]. Understanding why spatial variability exists has
been a major focus of research, because it may provide keys for understanding
diversification in a broader sense [3–5] and because many high diversity regions
are important targets for conservation [6–8]. Regions of high species richness are
generally thought to form through high diversification rates, low extinction rates,
high net immigration rates or some combination of these processes [4,9,10], but
disentangling them is difficult due to the complex histories of lineages and
of landscapes.
Nevertheless, a large body of literature has developed exploring how these
processes might contribute to spatial variability in biodiversity, particularly
with regard to lineage preservation or origination [10–14]. In plants, for example,
studies have implicated long-term climatic stability as a major driver of endemism
and increased richness; mature radiations are thought to occur in climatically and
geologically stable environments due to low extinction rates, while more recent
and rapid radiations may also occur within such broadly stable areas if new
© 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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Conifer species geographical ranges were based on point occurrences from carefully vetted herbarium specimens [25] combined
with georeferenced records from Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF, www.gbif.org). Conifers in this study include
groups traditionally recognized as Pinales and exclude Gnetales.
We estimated species ranges using α-hulls [30–32] and by digitizing
based on previously published range maps (a detailed explanation
of methodology can be found in the electronic supplementary
material). After generating species ranges, we summarized conifer
assemblages in 100 km × 100 km grid cells across the globe using a
cylindrical equal area projection and by tallying conifer ranges that
overlapped each grid cell. Richness hotspots were identified by
computing the local Getis-Ord Gi* statistic on grid cell species richness in ‘hotspot analysis’ in ARCMAP 10.4.1, using an inverse
squared distance weighting process and after controlling for false
discovery rate using the Benjamini–Hochberg correction [33–35].
To test whether hotspots were distinct from non-hotspots, we
first compared their basic physical features. For these analyses,
we divided the world into separate biogeographic regions, each
with unique species pools, and then compared hotspots and nonhotspot grid cells within these. We computed these regions using
the R package ‘betapart’ [36] by calculating pairwise grid cell taxonomic and phylogenetic β diversity measures with Simpson’s
dissimilarity metric, which accounts for taxonomic and phylogenetic turnover [36–39]. We then used UPGMA and McQuitty
methods of hierarchical agglomerative clustering to group grid
cells based on taxonomic dissimilarities, as the latter allows for
unequal cluster sizes [40]. To group grid cells based on phylogenetic dissimilarities, we used a Ward’s D method [40].
Ultimately, we defined a total of 50 global taxonomic regions
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2. Material and methods

using UPGMA, 30 taxonomic regions using McQuitty and 30
phylogenetic regions. We present results from the taxonomic clustering approach in this paper because these regions were closer to
traditional conifer biogeographic provinces and results from the
phylogenetic clustering approach were qualitatively similar.
Within biogeographic regions, we compared physical and climatic characteristics of hotspot grid cells with those non-hotspot
grid cells. We obtained climate, soil, lithologic and topographic
data from WordClim [41], global lithological map database [42],
Oak ridge national laboratory [43] and USGS GTOPO30
digital elevation model. The climate data include mean annual
temperature, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation and
precipitation seasonality for a grid cell, and topographic data
consist of grid cell topographic heterogeneity (maximum
elevation–minimum elevation). We also used geologic data to
test if conifer hotspots were associated with high soil or bedrock
variability or with an abundance of low-nutrient substrates,
which may favour conifer abundance [44]; these include ultramafic
plutonic and metamorphic rocks such as serpentinites and soils
such as podzols (see electronic supplementary material for full
list of soil and lithology types). After summarizing these variables
in each grid cell and for each hotspot, we performed a spatial
simultaneous autoregressive lag regression [45–47] explaining
log-transformed climatic and physical variables as a function of
an indicator variable (1 = grid cell is in a hotspot or 0 = grid cell
is not; see electronic supplementary material for full details).
Residuals of all regressions were tested for residual spatial autocorrelation as measured by Moran’s I [47,48] and for departures from
normality. To ensure results were robust to model choice, we also
performed regressions with a spatial simultaneous autoregressive
error model [45–47].
We next tested for biological or ecological differences in hotspots. We first compared grid cell level endemism index, defined
as the median of the inverse of species range sizes in a grid cell
[49], for hotspot and non-hotspot regions using spatial simultaneous autoregressive lag regressions. We then compared several
traits in hotspot versus non-hotspot species, including genome
size, seed size, breeding system (monoecy versus dioecy) and dispersal syndrome (biotic versus abiotic), all of which have been
associated with restricted or specialized endemic plant species in
previous studies [10,20,21]. Seed size is associated with dispersal
abilities and germination probability [50–53]; all things being
equal, species with smaller abiotically dispersed and/or larger biotically dispersed seeds are more likely to move and less likely to be
found in highly restricted areas [20,21]. Genome size has also been
related to habitat restriction, because very large genomes can result
in low diversification rates and high extinction risks [20,54–58].
We collected genome sizes (C-values) from the Kew Royal Botanic
Gardens database for gymnosperms [59] (includes 251 conifer
species) and the other traits from published compilations [24,28,29].
To analyse hotspot traits, we compiled the total number of
species in a given hotspot and its taxonomic cluster and then
used a phylogenetic generalized least-squares regression, assuming
an OU model, to predict seed volume and genome size as a function
of the proportion of the species range that occurs in the hotspot. We
calculated hotspot range proportion using the presence of a species
in hotspot grid cells or in a less restrictive two-cell wide buffer
around hotspot grid cells. We also used phylogenetic generalized
linear models in the R package ‘phylolm’ [60,61] to predict binary
variables dioecy (1 = dioecious tree, 0 = monoecious tree) and
biotic dispersal (1 = specialized for a biotic agent, 0 = unspecialized
for biotic agent) as a function of proportion of hotspot range. We
also performed a phylogenetic PCA to compare multivariate trait
space of hotspot and non-hotspot species using R package
‘phytools’ [62].
To compare the phylogenetic structure of hotspots, we used
several approaches that tested for differences between hotspots
and their broader species pools. We first characterized grid cell
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ecological opportunities arise within them, such as newly
exposed land [10,13,15–19]. If climatic stability is an important
factor for the origination or persistence of richness hotspots,
then hotspot species might also be expected to exhibit unique
suites of traits associated with stability, such as increased habitat specialization, poor dispersal and mechanisms preventing
inbreeding [10,20–23]. Teasing apart potential associations
among traits, geography, climatic stability, endemism and
high richness is challenging because it requires integrating a
large number of disparate datasets.
Focused studies of individual lineages provide one way to
combine detailed geographical, phylogenetic and trait data
[20–23]. Conifers are an especially promising group in this
regard, because they are diverse (approx. 615 living species
[24]), globally distributed, show high spatial variability in
species richness [25], and their phylogenetic relationships are
generally well resolved (e.g. refs. [26,27]). A wide variety of conifer trait data is also available, including those that have been
associated with endemism and diversification [24,28,29]. In
this study, we take advantage of these datasets to explore how
richness hotspots form in conifers, and, by extension, in
woody plants. We combine detailed geographical range data
for nearly all extant conifer species (90%) with a comprehensive
time-calibrated molecular phylogeny, and ask if the spatial and
phylogenetic structure of hotspot diversity is best explained by
the preservation of relict lineages, the recent diversification of
young lineages, or whether hotspot richness forms instead
through a broad sampling of regional diversity without
unique diversification processes. Using the trait data available
for conifers, we also test if hotspots preferentially contain species
with characteristics associated with persistence in stable areas.
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Taiwan 5
New Caledonia 8

Figure 1. Global map of conifer species richness at the scale of 100 × 100 km grid cells. Grid cells constituting the eight identified richness hotspots are outlined in
black and labelled 1–8. Inset maps of East Asia and the Southeast Asian tropics are also shown for clarity. (Online version in colour.)
phylogenetic structure using the median and variance in evolutionary distinctiveness (ED) of all the species in a grid cell [63],
calculated with the fair ‘proportion metric’ [64–66] using a recently
published time-calibrated conifer phylogeny [67] based on three
genes (rbcL, matK, 18S) that include 544 species (88% of extant
diversity using the taxonomy of Farjon [24]). To test for significantly
high or low median ED and variance ED, we generated rarefaction
curves and 95% confidence bands of median ED and variance
ED from random samples of species in three continent-level
species pools, including North America, Eurasia and the Southern
Hemisphere (see electronic supplementary material for full explanation). We also used the three continental-scale species pools as
the basis of the CANAPE analysis, which computes phylogenetic
endemism (phylogenetic diversity of a grid cell weighted by the
global range associated with the branch) using the given phylogeny
and a tree of equal branch lengths with the same topology. We
tested for significance (in BIODIVERSE 2.0 [68]) for each metric by generating null distributions from random communities drawn from
the continental-scale pool for each hotspot while maintaining constant species richness. For CANAPE, centres of ‘palaeo-endemism’
are defined as regions of significantly high phylogenetic endemism
whose branch lengths are also significantly longer than a tree of
equal branch lengths. By contrast, centres of ‘neo-endemism’ are
areas of significantly high phylogenetic endemism whose branch
lengths are significantly smaller than a tree of equal branch
lengths [68]. The final CANAPE results here represent the three
continental-scale analyses joined together in one map.
Finally, we explored how hotspot diversity may be influenced
by the ecology and history of their broader biogeographic regions.
Previous work shows that regional area, net primary productivity
(NPP) and the integration of area and productivity through time
(which would be impacted by major changes in climate such as glaciation) are important drivers of local species diversity [19,69–72].
We therefore tested if any of these variables explains maximum
local conifer diversity among the biogeographic regions and their
hotspots, by fitting negative binomial regressions and comparing
models using AIC in R with library ‘MASS’. We chose maximum
local diversity as the response variable in order to ask what factors
produce high local richness areas and are likely to generate ‘hotspots’. For each biogeographic region, we determined maximum
species richness in a grid cell, and then ranked models predicting
this value as a function of regional area (number of grid cells
within the region), average NPP of the region, total NPP of the

region (interaction of area and average NPP), proportion of grid
cells not glaciated at the last glacial maximum (LGM), total area
not glaciated (interaction of area and proportion of grid cells not
glaciated at LGM), NPP of non-glaciated area (interaction of area,
proportion of grid cells not glaciated, and average NPP) and total
richness of biogeographic region. Data for NPP measures came
from the Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group [73,74] and
data for glaciation from Ehlers et al. [75].

3. Results
We identify eight broad hotspots of conifer species richness,
including southern and central Mexico, the Cascades-Sierra
Nevada (CSN) mountain ranges, southern and central
Japan, Taiwan, two regions of China (western and southern
China), Sabah in Borneo, highlands in New Guinea and New
Caledonia (figure 1). Hotspots were consistently associated
with greater topographic heterogeneity than their surrounding
regions but were not consistently associated with differences in
climate, soil types or bedrock geology across multiple methods
of defining regional pools (figure 2; electronic supplementary
material, figure S1 and table S2). Most hotspots were associated
with a greater proportion of endemic species (figure 2), but
many hotspot species are also found outside them; species
with 90% of their range within the hotspot grid cells never constitute more than 20% of the total pool of hotspot species
(electronic supplementary material, table S3). Even if the
hotspot grid cells are expanded by including a buffer of two
grid cells around them, species with 90% of their range
within the buffered hotspot grid cells never comprise more
than 55% of the total species in a given hotspot (electronic
supplementary material, table S3).
The biological characteristics of conifer hotspots are likewise
not consistently different from non-hotspots, at least with
regard to the traits studied here (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, tables S4–S11). Significantly larger genome sizes
were found in hotspot-restricted species in only two hotspots
(figure 2), while seed volume was significantly different in
just three (figure 2; where each was associated with smaller
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significantly different at a = 0.05
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soil diversity
temperature
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Figure 2. Physical and biological distinctiveness of conifer richness hotspots. (a) Map of 50 biogeographic regions based on a UPGMA hierarchical clustering analysis
of grid cell taxonomic dissimilarities, with hotspots outlined in black and identified by numbers as in figure 1. (b) Significant differences between hotspot grid cells
and the biogeographic region(s) in which they occur are shown for endemism, physical and climatic variables, and biological differences (seed size, genome size).
Endemism index is defined as the median of the inverse of the geographical range sizes in a grid cell, topographic range is the difference between the highest and
lowest elevations in a grid cell, soil diversity is diversity of zobler soil types in a grid cell, temperature (°C) is the median temperature in a grid cell, precipitation
(mm) is the median precipitation in a grid cell, ‘seasonality temp’ is temperature seasonality or standard deviation of temperature × 100 and summarized as the
median value for every grid cell, ‘seasonality precip’ is precipitation seasonality or coefficient of variation in precipitation and summarized as the median value for
every grid cell. Significance for grid cell level attributes was tested using spatially corrected regressions. Genome size (C-value) and seed volume (cubic mm) were
compared for hotspot species and non-hotspot species using phylogenetically corrected regressions. (Online version in colour.)
seed sizes). These relationships were not significant, however,
when the proportion of each species range in the hotspot was
calculated using a two grid cell buffer (electronic supplementary material, table S6) or when hotspots were broken up
into their component biogeographic regions (electronic supplementary material, tables S8 and S11). Breeding strategy
and dispersal syndrome also generally showed no significant
relationships with the degree of hotspot restriction (electronic
supplementary material, tables S5 and S7). Additionally,
hotspot and non-hotspot species in aggregate did not
occupy different areas of a phylogenetic PCA space (electronic
supplementary material, figure S2).
The phylogenetic structure of conifer richness hotspots is
also generally not unique relative to surrounding regions
(figure 3). Among species that occur in hotspots, we find no
relationship between the degree to which species are restricted
to hotspots and their ED (electronic supplementary material,
figure S3). Hotspots do not then preferentially contain relict
lineages (high ED) or lineages nested within recent radiations
(low ED), and species that are geographically restricted to hotspots tend to exhibit both high and low ED. At the assemblage
level, the global distribution of grid cell median ED suggests
that hotspots are not qualitatively different from their immediate surroundings (figure 3a). A rarefaction analysis of median
ED is consistent with this impression, as 68% of hotspot
grid cells in aggregate are not statistically different from a
random sampling of their respective continental species
pools (figure 3b; electronic supplementary material, figure S4

and table S12). On the other hand, the rarefaction analysis
does reveal localized differences in structure (figure 3b); for
example, grid cells in the Cascades, Japan and southern
China have higher than expected median ED values, and
some hotspot grid cells in western China, Borneo and Mexico
show lower than expected median ED or lower than expected
variance in ED (figure 3b; electronic supplementary material,
figure S4 and table S12). A few grid cells in western China
and in northern and western portions of the Mexican hotspot
also exhibit both low ED and low variance in ED, consistent
with the presence of a few diversifying lineages.
Using CANAPE, we found that statistically significant
phylogenetic endemism among conifer assemblages occurs
across the globe and is also found in parts of many hotspots
(figure 3c). Five of the eight hotspots (Borneo, China, CSN,
Mexico and New Guinea), however, show a high proportion
of grid cells that lack significant PE (electronic supplementary material, table S12). Where significant PE does occur,
communities most often contain mixtures of palaeo- and neoendemics, and it is rare that communities exhibit pronounced
palaeo-endemism or neo-endemism alone (figure 3c). Three hotspots on smaller islands (Japan, New Caledonia and Taiwan) do
show significant PE in all constituent grid cells (reflecting small
species ranges in these hotspots), but these grid cells also contain
mixtures of palaeo- and neo-endemics (figure 3c).
Finally, maximum species richness at a grid cell level was
best explained by the richness of the biogeographic region
alone, rather than models that included NPP and/or glacial
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Figure 3. (a) Global map of grid cell median ED for conifers, with hotspot grid cells outlined in black. (b) Results of rarefaction analysis of grid cell ED. ED rarefaction
curves were generated by sampling species at random from a continental-scale species pool (Eurasia, North America, Tropics and Southern Hemisphere) and generating null distributions of median species ED and variance in species ED for 1000 random conifer communities. Grid cells showing no significant departures in
median ED or variance ED compared with null distributions are represented as ‘not significant’. Significantly high median ED grid cells are interpreted as ‘More
distinct’ communities, significantly low median ED grid cells are interpreted as ‘less distinct’ communities, grid cells with both low median ED and low variance ED
are interpreted as ‘diversification centres’, grid cells with low variance ED were interpreted as ‘sorted’ communities and finally grid cells with high variance ED were
interpreted as ‘mixed’ communities. (c) Results for CANAPE analysis that identifies centres of ‘palaeo-endemism’, ‘neo-endemism’, mixed age endemics (‘mixed
endemic’ and ‘super endemic’), or no significant phylogenetic endemism or ‘not significant’ relative to continental species pools. Final CANAPE map was created
by joining the results from individual continental pools. (Online version in colour.)
history (electronic supplementary material, table S13). All
other models had an AIC weight ≪0.001 with no consistency
in second or third best predictors across the different biogeographic region defining algorithms. The high relative
importance of total richness of the region (AIC weight greater
than 0.9) in explaining maximum local richness was
unchanged regardless of the method used to define clusters
(electronic supplementary material, table S13).

4. Discussion
Across all of our datasets, the most consistent feature of
conifer hotspots is lack of consistent differences with their
surrounding regions in terms of trait and phylogenetic structure. This suggests that conifer hotspots do not necessarily

form through the operation of unique diversification processes. For example, if hotspots generally resulted from
high origination rates and the radiation of lineages, we
would expect to see a preponderance of recently diverging,
low ED and/or neo-endemic species compared with surrounding regions [3,10,18,76]. Likewise, if hotspot-specific
ecological processes were responsible for hotspot formation,
we might expect to consistently find species with unique
traits [10,20]. Because such patterns are found only within
certain regions of some hotspots (e.g. western Mexico,
western China), we suggest instead that most hotspot diversity forms through a simpler process; they are areas that
accumulate lineages found throughout their broader region
over evolutionary time, with a more limited fraction of their
total diversity resulting from in situ processes like diversification. The most unique feature of conifer hotspots then
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